Setting up some helpful Accessibility Tools on an iPad running iOS 13

1. Tap the “Setting” icon

2. On the menu on the left, choose “General”

Keyboard

3. From the menu on the right, choose “Keyboard”

4. Menu on right, note the toggles that could be turned on (green), Enable Dictation (speech to text) and Predictive (word prediction) very helpful.
**Accessibility Settings**

5. Go to the “Accessibility” tab in the left hand menu

**Spoken Content**

6. Tap “Spoken Content” in the right menu

7. Tap to turn on “Speak Selection” to have Text read out loud

8. Tap to turn on “Speak Screen”

9. Tap “Highlight Content” and tap to turn it on

10. Tap “Background Color” so a check mark ✓ shows on the line

11. At the top in the middle, tap Back, to go back a page in the right menu
12. Tap “Typing Feedback”

13. At the bottom, tap to turn on “Hold to Speak Predictions”

14. Change voices and speaking rate

**Display and Text Size**

15. Tap “Display and Text Size” from the menu on the right

16. Tap to turn on “Increase Contrast” then tap “Large Text”

17. Tap “Large Accessibility” to turn it on and select font sizing
Adding Screen Recording

Once this tool is added students can record their screen on the iPad to show their work. Swipe down on the right hand side of the iPad to access the control panel.

18. Next on the left menu, tap on “Control Center”

19. Then tap on “Customize Controls” and scroll down to “Screen Recording” and tap to add

20. Shows “Screen Recording” added